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awareness), stage II (QMS preparation), and stage III
(QMS implementation). These stages are considered to be
important for QMS implementation processes in Libyan
manufacturing companies, and their presence is based on
previous researches work [e.g. 2, 3-11].

Abstract – Globalization has forced managers to use
manufacturing capabilities in countries and industries with
different cultures. Libyan industrial companies face many
challenges in today’s competitive market, and quality
culture approaches is one of these challenges, which may
furnish the road for Libyan industrial companies to
effectively empower their employees and improve their
capabilities in response to global competition. The objective
of this paper is to design a practical implementation
flowchart which is compatible with previously proposed
quality culture framework for Libyan manufacturing
companies.

Stage I: Increase organisation’s awareness of QMS:
Senior management along with individual managers
are required to promote and enhance organisation’s
awareness of quality, and required to determine the
strategic needs of quality to the company. Prior to the
adoption of any QMS, senior management need to
evaluate the following:
i. Current operation practices.
ii. Assess the organisation’s strengths and weaknesses.
iii. Determine
the
opportunities
possible
for
improvements.
iv. Explore and be aware of the threats being faced by
the company.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The quality culture implementation model developed
in this study based on previous study of quality culture
framework that consists of the seven elements of
MBNQA and the elements of the national and
organisational culture as in Figure 1. This framework had
been published by Shokshok [1], and a continuation work
to design an implementation flowchart consists of a set of
quality culture implementation practices is needed.
The framework of quality culture was formulated on
the basis of cultural variables and the theoretical model of
quality management system implementation constructs
and overall business performance. The combination of
the elements of cultural variables, quality management
process items and overall business performance was the
framework of quality management system. Thus, the
framework of QMS consists of the national and
organisational culture variables, and the seven elements
of QMS.

2.

Stage II: QMS preparation: Stage II of the proposed
QMS implementation flowchart, as shown in Figure
2, deals with the necessary management preparation
for successful QMS implementation. In this stage,
management is required to prepare the organisation
for QMS implementation procedures along with
diagnosing and changing, if necessary, the national
and organisational culture variables.

i.

Management preparation: Senior management is
required to prepare the necessary management
preparation for successful QMS implementation:
To review the organisation current status of QMS
adoption.
To determine the belief, concepts and system of
quality management in the company.
To confirm management commitment and
leadership to QMS.
To commit time and organisational resources for the
introduction and development of QMS practices.





II.



QMS IMPLEMENTATION FLOWCHART

The proposed QMS implementation flowchart, as
shown in Figure 2, consists of three stages; Stage I (QMS
1
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Figure 1 Quality culture conceptual implementation framework
Source: Shokshok [1]
 To create QMS vision that indicate where the
company wants to go.
 To communicate the vision to staff.
 Use of company newsletters, periodicals and other
media.
 To establish a QMS steering committee.
 To form a QMS department.
 To assess and monitor the progress of QMS
introduction.
 To establish a set of priorities, such as project
selection.
 To monitor and provide project teams with
guidance.
 To set up examples of personnel commitments.

 To convert corporate vision statement into a set of
company objectives and strategies.
 To communicate with employees roles and needs in
the QMS campaign.
 To publicise the QMS vision, guiding principles and
objectives.
 Typical communication channels include business
meetings,
informal
gathering,
departmental
meetings and company newsletter.
 To establish a company-wide education and training
programme on QMS awareness and introduction.
 To promote and develop the related basic QMS
knowledge, techniques and tools.
 To provide training by internal trainers and/or
external consultants.
 To identify the advocates and resistors in the
organisation.
 To investigate the attitude of employees towards the
QMS adoption.
 Use of employee satisfaction surveys and
performance appraisals.

QMS steering committee and external consultants are
required to prepare the following management
preparation for successful QMS implementation:
 To set QMS objectives and perform strategic
business planning.
2
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Figure 2 QMS implementation flowchart
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ii. Culture change: Through previous studies in Libyan
manufacturing companies conducted by Shokshok
[12-14], the author noticed that the Libyan
companies operate in high power distance, high
uncertainty avoidance national culture, and also
operating within control-oriented organisation
culture. These types of cultures are not the suitable
cultures for QMS implementation [6] .

 To establish a strong team infrastructure (e.g.,
departmental
improvement
teams,
process
improvement teams, cross-functional teams, and ad
hoc task forces).
 To appoint leaders who need to establish ground
rules, share information, and cultivate team unity.
 To select members who are the advocates and have
clear team’s mission.

Tata and Prasad [6] suggested that companies operates
within the above mentioned culture variables, will affect
the QMS implementation cost and time. They suggested
that companies should move towards low power distance,
low uncertainty avoidance and operate within flexibilityoriented organisation culture in order for the success of
QMS implementation. Al-Khalifa and Aspinwall [3], on
their study in Qatar to determine the organisational
culture types, they proposed a framework to move the
existent culture to more flexible people-oriented style;
clan and adhocracy culture. They suggested a number of
strategies to move from hierarchy or market culture to
clan or adhocracy cultures. Yong and Pheng [15]
suggested for companies operating within hierarchy
culture, like the Libyan companies case, to modify their
culture to be more flexible and externally oriented for
successful QMS implementation.

QMS steering committee, external consultants and
internal trainers are required to prepare team training:
 Prepare and establish teams and training programs.
 The training includes total quality concepts, team
building and communication, basic quality tools,
and problem solving techniques.
 Common approaches include cascade training,
training by designated in-house trainers and/or by
external consultants.
QMS steering committee and project teams are
required to activate team efforts:
 To activate teams with formal team meetings.
 To assign training facilitators for individual teams
as advisors.
 To provide a clear project scope and objective to the
teams.
iii. Check (C): QMS steering committee and
Marketing/Quality departments are to obtain
users/customers feedback:
 To collect users’ and customers’ (internal and
external) feedback.
 To employ the means of customer satisfaction
surveys, customer visits, customer complaints,
marketing research, user groups or customer panels,
and customer-supplier meetings.

On Libyan manufacturing companies case, the change
would be to decrease bureaucracy, employees freedomless, useless rules and procedures, dictatorships emphasis
on guaranteed job, concerning on process orientation,
focusing mainly on profitability, and less focusing in
quality results, and individual competition. On the other
hand, the change involves the increase of feeling of
belonging, participation, broader decision making,
employee ownership, meeting employee’s needs, morale,
trust, building teamwork, freedom to take risks,
opportunity for growth, faster decision making,
flexibility, more ideas, and customer focus.
3.
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ii.

QMS steering committee is required to obtain
employees feedback:
 To collect feedback from employees on their
attitude and comments towards QMS introduction.
 Use of employee satisfaction surveys, employee
performance appraisal, and departmental meetings.

Stage
III:
QMS
implementation:
QMS
implementation stage can be started after the
completion of QMS preparation stage. As shown in
Figure 2, the implementation stage consists of four
different, but related stages; Plan, Do, Check and Act
(PDCA) [16-20]:
Plan (P): QMS steering committee is to prepare the
planning stage of QMS implementation:
Plan for QMS implementation in line with the
proposed QMS framework.
Establish an agreed reward and recognition scheme
for promoting QMS adoption.
Identify continuous improvement projects.
Insure that projects are supportive of QMS vision
and objectives.
Assign projects that have a high probability of
success.
Do (D): QMS steering committee is to compose
project teams:

QMS steering committee, senior management and
external consultants are required to assess internal
business performance:
 To carry out internal business assessment to assess
the performance of the internal operations.
 To compare performances against internal standards
and goal.
QMS steering committee, top executives, and external
consultants are required to conduct competitive
benchmarking:
 To perform competitive benchmarking.
 To compare an organisation’s operations and
processes with other best-in-class performers or
competitors in the same industry.
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QMS steering committee is required to benchmark
world-class performance:
 To compare performance against other competitors
that has world-class performance.
 To perform self-assessment of progress against
criteria of international and national/regional quality
awards.

By using the self-assessment questions, Libyan
companies can evaluate their QMS status, and they can
decide which part of the implementation flowchart they
start with. The validation of the framework will be
conducted with national and international manufacturing
companies, Libyan quality experts, and through six
months implementation in five Libyan companies.

QMS steering committee and project teams are
required to obtain team’s feedback:
 To acquire feedback on project progress and final
outcomes.
 Use of standard feedback channels (e.g. regular
progress report, performance assessment and audit
sheets).
iv. Act (A): QMS steering committee and top executives
are required to modify organisational infrastructure
and to refine scope, objectives and methodologies of
QMS implementation:
 To modify organisational infrastructure that support
QMS introduction, policy deployment and continual
improvement.
 To identify and eliminate implementation
roadblocks and obstacles.
 To change the procedures / processes, organisational
structure, pay/rewards and recognition systems, if
necessary.
 To modify project/programme scope, objectives and
methodologies.
 To perform project/program review.
 To facilitate creation and transfer of good practices.

III.
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FRAMEWORK VALIDATION
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IV.

CONCLUSION
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for development of the QMS implementation flow chart.
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